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Goals and Objectives 

How can big data analytics 
support Virginia’s 
government? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How many folks are familiar with big data?  What is it? VVV  How do you use it?How many folks are familiar with open data, data analytics?  How many use it for decisions and actions?Example of mint.com Variety of data - cc, checking, car, Volume - all transactionsVelocity - hopefully not, but more real-time than a monthly spreadsheetThe lens gets wider, we can see more of the pictureInsight, am I spending too much at this point in the month, can I meet my long term goals, what will that extra vacation do to my bottom line?All these tools and techniques can be confusing, but at the end of the day we’re driving towards value.  We want to turn data into knowledge, then to action.I am going to present  our journey, efforts we are working on, and how we are working towards driving to value.The main question when should ask ourselves when we embark on a big data analytic project is what problem do we want solve with data.



Goal with Big Data Analytics 

Empowering all Virginia’s 
state agencies to make 
more informed, data-driven 
decisions to achieve mission 
goals through the growth of 
people, big data/enterprise 
technology, and advanced 
analytic methodologies 
across the Commonwealth. 



The Objectives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reduce costs & increase revenues - ROI, Reduce FWAImprove & streamline services - better use of resourcesGain greater insights & make data-driven decisions – improving outcomes Not replacing people, more information to work withCoordinated services – data diversity and velocity of dataEx. DSS + ED, DOC & Medicaid - common populationEx. Death registry and services provided, not paying the deceased



The Challenges 

What Holds Us Back Today? 



What Holds Us Back Today? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Budget constraints – in protection mode, not investing postureDoing more with less – adding another big thing to the plateCulture and incentives not aligned to direction of the data analytic vision and enterpriseSilos of data & services - no incentive to coordinate across agenciesLegal restrictions & misunderstandings on data sharing capabilities Workforce skills gap – the shift decisions based on limited data to all dataInnovation is not encouraged/rewarded enough, keep the lights on is the focus, not enough forward look



The Way Forward 

What Do We Need to Get 
There? 



Culture and People 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leadership supporting changeInstill use of big analytics in decision making process across all agencies:Align incentives to drive change, reward for meeting objectives - 10% of all savings go back to the agencyAddress “what’s in it for me”, beyond monetary, find the value propositions to create the win-winMake it safe to provide imperfect data for big data analysis - EX. of our datathon data issueAsking the data sharing question in other ways – get to how can we vs. we can’t.  Ex. TAXTaking some measured risksCreate a big vision, but start small and demonstrate valueRecruit & retrain workforceAlign career tracks to meet future needsProvide training opportunities and raise level of awareness



Open Data/Datathon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First ever Virginia Open Data Portaldata.virginia.gov - pulling together various sources of open data that exists, proactively searching for new informationNon-sensitivePromote awareness of open data internallyIdentify the opportunities to use open data to optimize government worker’s timeData owners must see the valuereduce time, duplicationdoing more with less Opportunities for economic growth   Example of SCC and geocoded dataAnalytics summits – education opportunities, sharing use cases, bringing together business owners and IT Data Analytic Workshops (UVA) – focused work groups on challenges, getting past the blank paperMake sure the ownership of the effort is aligned in middle management and staff



Analytics Internship 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Intern program VCU – Overview of how it got startedValue propGetting Agencies more business case development and analytics support, fresh ideas and skillsStudents get real world experienceWhat we have learned and gainedlessons learneddata accessschool year cycleavailability of stakeholderscommunication improvementsUse cases to valueWhere we are headingExpanding the program to include other universitiesMore strategic and focused projectsDevelop the case for funding of resources to unlock the value (ROI and efficacy) and data science team



Policy and Governance 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
IT governance policiesEA, DM, Share Tools Services, Enterprise Spend, Open DataEOs and EDsEstablish policies and procedures that drive analytic adoptionEstablish policies and procedures that drive greater data usage and sharing Protect data and open data, which is it, both?  Need to be specific and articulate that to the various stakeholdersPass legislation to:Enhance abilities for agencies to share data in a safe and protected wayFor data analytics center of excellenceDrive enterprise funding and procurement



Data Stewards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goal:  At least 1 representative from each Executive Branch AgencyExecutive Group: Responsible for providing strategic planning, policy and executive-level guidance on data governance, information sharing and data standardization. Functional (Business/Policy) Group: Drives efforts for cross-agency information exchange, enterprise data sharing agreements, agency-level EIA strategies and business-driven training plans for data stewards Technical Group: Informs on strategies for data quality, data security, enterprise data models, metadata tools and registries and analytics Data Stewards, help each other climb the data and analytic maturity and producers of ideas on what the possibilities on how we can use data to improve outcomes



Procurement and Funding 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Procurement is not keeping up with the changes in IT, including data analyticsData ownership is an issue, who owns transformed dataopen data standards requirements not thereHow do we deal with boundaries across agenciesInnovative RFPPilot - The pilot offers a “try- it-before-you-buy-it” option to reduce the risk of IT failure benefitting both the commonwealth and the tech firms.  Procurement clauses that align to big data and open data.  Ex.Data ownershipData standards - open dataFundingHow do we pay for all this?Creating our own opportunities NowPrivate grants - PewOpen source, with non-profit help - ODI Agencies in joint efforts, pooling funds, resources, and dataFutureBiennium Budget



Vision for Big Data/Analytic Center of 
Excellence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vision of enterprise level analytics as a service model:A centralized one stop shop for agencies to obtain resources for their big analytic projectsHigh retention of resources, knowledge, skill, best practices, uses casesManage sensitive data in a secure environment, leveraging experienced resources to protect data during analysisAgencies leverage center’s analytic resources on an as-needed basis, pay for what an agency usesUtilizing enterprise big data analytic resources and consolidating spendEDM and ESBGovernance processes, quality & metadata



Getting to Value - The possibilities 
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